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C,N abundances in the solar core can be 
obtained  by measuring the neutrino fluxes 

[W.C.Haxton et al., As.J.687(2008)678] 

the Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen (CNO) cycle 
and the 14N(p,ϒ)15O reaction 
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possible solution for the  
“solar composition problem” 

[A.M.Serenelli et al.,  As.J.Lett. 705, L123-L127 (2009)] 

nuclear x-sections are precisely known 

14N(p,ϒ)15O is the  “bottle neck”  



Captures to different excited states in 15O 
contribute to the x-section.  
The one to the gs in 15O is dominated by the 
tail of the sub-threshold resonance at  
-507 keV (6.79 MeV state in 15O)  
[C.Angulo et al., NP A690 (2001) 755, 
M.Marta et al., PR C78 (2008)  022802(R),  ….] 

- 507 keV 

14N(p,ϒ)15O x-section:  
the capture to the ground state in 15O  
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- 507 keV 

14N(p,ϒ)15O x-section:  
the width of the -507 keV sub-threshold resonance 
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1.0 eV 
0.8 eV 
0.6 eV 

Γγ (6792 keV) = 

H.P. Trautvetter et al., JPG 35 (2008) 014019 
and courtesy of M. Marta 

change of ≈20% in Γ=ℏ/τ  
change of ≈30% in Sgs(0) 
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DSAM (Doppler Shift Attenuation 

Method) (DIRECT!)   
lifetime measurement  

in inverse kinematics 

exploiting the detection 
efficiency and energy 

resolution of the  
AGATA HPGe array 

Lifetime of the 6.79 MeV state in 15O: 
already measured…but  the uncertainty is still too large!!! 
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1 

beam (z) axis 

reaction  
chamber 

≈0.3 μm 2H  
     onto 3.8 mg/cm2 197Au 
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3 2 

ϑ 

14N + 2H @ 32 MeV (Tandem XTU, LNL) main reaction prod.: 15O (Qgs=5.1 MeV) 
                                                                                                                        15N (Qgs=8.6 MeV) 

ϑ ≈ 160 deg  
cos ϑ ≈ -0.94 AdvancedGAmmaTrackingArray  

Demonstrator 
4 (nowadays 5) asymmetric triple-clusters: 
      12(15)             36-fold segmented  HPGe 
Efficiency and Energy resolution  
@ 1.3MeV : ≈2% (≈2.7%), 2.5 keV  
@ 7 MeV  : ≈0.5% (≈0.7%), 4.8 keV 
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digital electronics   
decomposition of signal shapes 
 pulse Shape Analysis  
gamma-ray tracking 

the experiment: reaction and setup 



data analysis: 
θ first interaction point vs gamma energy 
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first interaction point 
of each gamma-ray 

reconstructed event-
by-event with a 4mm 

indetermination  

detected gamma-rays 
can be sorted in few 

degrees θ “slices”  

15O 6.79 MeV  
τ?? 15N 7.3 MeV  

τ=0.65 fs 
15N 8.3 MeV  

τ=2 fs 

source(*) 

(*) 



data analysis: 
θ first interaction point vs gamma energy 

lineshape  
analysis on the 12  

2-degrees  
“slices” 
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15O 6.79 MeV  
τ?? 15N 7.3 MeV  

τ=0.65 fs 
15N 8.3 MeV  

τ=2 fs 

source(*) 

(*) 



data analysis: 
the “test” 8.31 MeV level in 15N 

15
N 

“short” lifetimes  the shape of the peaks in the gamma spectra 
“mimics” the kinematics of the nuclei produced in the reaction 
process “complex” kinematics 8 



data analysis: 
reaction kinematics 

both 15O and 15N excited levels are mainly populated via  nucleon (proton and 
neutron, respectively) transfer reactions 

CDCC** calculations of the 
nucleon transfer process by N. 

Keeley 
**Continuum-Discretized Coupled Channels 

transfer to 
8.3MeV 
state in 15N 

center of mass x-section angular distribution: 

2H 

14N 
15N 

p 

2H 

14N 16O 15N p 

but also the fusion-evaporation 
channel is open 

fusion-evap. 

      ratio between the two different 
mechanism and (energy) spectrum of 
the evaporated particle 
not much help in the literature…. 9 



data analysis: 
the “test” 8.31 MeV level in 15N 

15
N 

“just a guess” : proton CM energy distribution = 
Maxwell-Boltzmann with kT=4MeV 

pfevap=30% 

pfevap=20% 
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“trial assumption” : proton CM energy distribution = 
Maxwell-Boltzmann with kT=4MeV 

pfevap=30% 

pfevap=20% 

15
N 
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data analysis: 
the “test” 8.31 MeV level in 15N 



data analysis: the 6.79 MeV level in 15O 

15
O 

0 fs 
1.1fs 

4.1fs 
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15
O 

data analysis: the 6.79 MeV level in 15O 
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0 fs [ “∞” Γ] …hard to distinguish  
“by eye” … 

chi-square analysis 
on all the “theta-
slices” on going…  

1.1fs [ Γ≈0.6 eV] 

4.1fs [ Γ≈0.16 eV] 



concluding remarks 

 first application of advanced gamma-ray detection for the 
study of high-energy gamma rays of astrophysical interest 

 first DSAM studies exploiting a continuum of angles 

 “test” lifetime(s) in 15N method sounds ok! 

 insights on the reaction mechanism are needed to fully 
trust and use the Montecarlo simulations for the 
lineshape analysis… 

 qualitative (for the moment…) considerations on 15O: 
“short” lifetime …once we have a value  new R-matrix fit 
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